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ABSTRACT 

The ball-and-beam problem is a benchmark for testing new control algorithms. In 

the Worid Congress On Neural Networks, 1994, Prof Lotfi Zadeh proposed a more 

difficult version which he claimed required a fuzzy logic controller. This experiment uses 

a beam, partially covered with a sticky substance, increasing the difficulty of predicting the 

ball's motion. We complicated the problem even more by not using any information 

concerning the ball's velocity. Although it is common to use the first differences of the 

ball's consecutive positions as a measure of velocity and explicit input to the controller, 

we preferred to exploit recurrent neural networks inputting only consecutive positions 

instead. We have used truncated backpropagation through time with the Node-Decoupled 

Extended Kalman Filter (NDEKF) algorithm to update the weights in the networks. The 

neurocontroller uses a form of approximate dynamic programming called an adaptive critic 

design. A hierarchy of such designs exists. Our system uses Dual Heuristic Programming 

(DHP), an upper-level design. To our best knowledge, our results are the first use of 

DHP to control a physical system. It is also the first system we know of to meet Zadeh's 

challenge. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The ball-and-beam problem is a well known control problem used for testing new 

control methods. The setup for the basic problem is relatively simple: a ball is placed on 

the beam, and the controller tries to balance the ball around a given position. The 

information used by the controller changes depending on the type of controller used, but 

usually consists of the ball position B(t) at time t, and the angle of the beam PWM(t) at 

time t. This basic problem has been accomplished using many different types of 

controllers including neural networks, fuzzy logic, programmable 

integrator/differentiators, and many others. A new twist was proposed by Prof Lotfi 

Zadeh in a plenary speech at the World Congress on Neural Networks, San Diego 

convention. He suggested adding something to certain areas of the beam which would 

cause the motion of the rolling ball to act in more of a non linear fashion, an example he 

stated was to lay down sticky tape on parts of the beam, slowing dov^ the ball in these 

areas. With this added complexity. Dr. Zadeh stated that the only way to solve this 

problem was to use a fuzzy logic controller. 

Our approach to this problem differs fi'om Dr. Zadeh's in that our solution uses 

neural networks. Our basic neural network uses truncated backpropagation with recurrent 

connections between the layers. 

The common ball-and-beam setup was solved using a conventional neural network 

training scheme, but to solve the more difficult setup with the sticky surface, a more 



complex training algorithm was used. This algorithm is the Dual Heuristic Programming 

method. This method was able to learn the mechanics ofthe system and move the ball to 

the desired positions on the beam. 

Chapter II is an overview ofthe truncated backpropagation through time (TBPTT) 

routine showing the basic training algorithm. Chapter III contains the steps taken to create 

the different models ofthe systems, and the hardware portion ofthe project showing the 

construction ofthe hardware and the generation of control signals. Chapter IV shows the 

results of our experiments on both the normal and sticky surface beams. Chapter V gives 

some concluding remarks on this research and possible future improvements. Appendix A 

gives more detail dealing with the creation ofthe hardware and Appendix B is an in-depth 

discussion of neural networks, multi-layer networks, and backpropagation training. 



CHAPTER n 

NEURAL NETWORKS USED AND THEDl TRAINING ALGORITHM 

The use of neural networks as controllers has experienced rapid growth in many 

areas such as process control, robotics, industrial manufacturing and aerospace 

applications. In control theory, there is a system to be controlled which is referred to as 

the plant, shown in Figure 2.1. This plant takes input signals which are necessary for the 

control of the system. If these input signals are generated by a neural network, the case 

can be referred to as neural control or neurocontrol (Haykin, 1994). 

Input 
— • Controller 

Control signal 
• Plant 

Response 
• 

Figure 2.1- Control flow diagram 

The choice of a neural network for the controller provides many benefits. A neural 

network is a nonlinear device which can produce nonlinear output functions, which can be 

important if the inputs to the networks are also nonlinear. Another important feature of 

neural networks is the ability to map functions. When the output of the controller is 

known for given input values, the network can be trained to reproduce the desired 



response. Furthermore, neural networks can easily adapt their weights to compensate for 

changes in the surrounding environment. Once a neural network is trained to operate in a 

specific environment, it can be easily retrained to deal with minor changes in the operating 

environmental conditions, making neural networks usefiil in changing control applications 

(Zurada, 1992). 

Our training method is Backpropagation Through Time truncated at depth h 

(BPTT(h)) with Node-Decoupled Extended Kalman Filtering (NDEKF). BPTT(h) uses h 

copies ofthe network with the same weights but different node activations corresponding 

to different time steps. We typically used h=10. The Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 

are Discrete-Time Recurrent Multi-layer Perceptrons (Hush and Home, 1993). Temporal 

representation of RNNs can surpass purely feed-forward networks, even with tapped-

delay lines, because RNNs can encode deeply hidden states, depending on many previous 

inputs. 

In BPTT(h), multiple copies of the same network weights are made. This can be 

pictured as one larger network, with each time step representing a hidden layer passing its 

output on to the next layer. While the copies' weights are usually the same, the node 

activations are different and time dependent. Thus, unfolding the network provides a 

natural way to preserve this time dependence. Starting at the beginning of the data, each 

copy calculates its outputs. At the end, the error is calculated for the last copy, and the 

weights are updated using the chain rule for ordered derivatives. The copies are then 

moved forward one time step and the process is repeated (Williams and Zipser, 1995). A 

detailed discussion of backpropagation is given in Appendix B. 

EKF training is a parameter identification technique for an RNN (Puskorius and 

Feldkamp, 1994), which adapts weights ofthe network pattem-by-pattem, accumulating 

training information in approximate error covariance matrices and providing individually 

adjusted updates for the network's weights. 



All weights ofthe RNN are assembled in a vector W of length M This is split into 

G disjoint groups. W, is a vector ofthe /-th group of weights. W\^ IVj^ ... ^ ^ G = ̂ . 

and size(Wy)-\-size(W2)+...+size(WG) ^M. 

The EKF method requires that we compute derivatives ofthe RNN's A' outputs, 

rather than output errors, with respect to the weights (Puskorius and Feldkamp, 1994). 

These derivatives are obtained using BPTT(h) (Werbos, 1990; Williams and Zipser, 1995). 

We store them in a set of matrices H„ where each H, has dimensions s\ze{Wj)xN. 

The following equations form the basis ofthe EKF training procedure; 

A(k) = ((rj(k)ir' +f,H^(m(k)H,(k))-\ (3.1) 
1=1 

K^(k) = P^ik)H,(k)Mk), (3.2) 

WXk + \) = W,(k) + KXk)e{k), (3.3) 

P,{k + \) = PXk)-K,(k)H[(k)P,(k) + Q,(k). (3 4) 

where r|(k) is a scalar learning rate, Kj{k) is the Kalman gain matrix for the /-th group of 

weights, e{k) = d{k) - y{k) is the Â x 1 error vector, d{k) is a vector of the desired outputs, 

and>'(^) is the actual output vector ofthe RNN; e (k)e(k)/2 forms the squared error, Pj(k) 

is the sizQ{W,)xsize(Wj) approximate error covariance matrix which models correlation 

between each pair within the /-th group of weights, and Qi{k) is a positive diagonal matrix 

that helps avoid numerical divergence of the procedure and prevents getting stuck in a 

local minimum (Puskorius and Feldkamp, 1994). 

Grouping of weights can be done in a variety of ways. We employ grouping by 

node, i.e., weights belonging to the same neuron are grouped together. Thus, we ignore 

unnecessary correlation between weights belonging to different neurons. This results in a 

significant reduction of computational complexity and storage requirements since the size 

of each error covariance matrix Pj can then be made much smaller than M, the size in the 

case when G = 1 (Puskorius and Feldkamp, 1994). 



The matrices P,(0) are initialized as diagonal matrices with large diagonal elements 

(values between 100 and 10,000). User-specified values of r|(k) and diagonal components 

ofQi(k) are usually decreased from 100 and 0.01 to 0.01 and 10"̂ , respectively, as training 

proceeds. 

The set of matrices H, (see (3.4)) is obtained by truncated backpropagation 

through time with depth 20 (Williams and Zipser, 1995). We do not use more than 10 

copies of the network to accumulate appropriate derivatives in the matrices //,. Training 

usually lasts for around one hundred passes, where one pass corresponds to a complete 

processing ofthe whole training set. 



CHAPTER m 

APPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

Once we understand how the outputs from the neural networks are computed and 

how the networks are trained, we are ready to use these methods to solve the ball-and-

beam problem. Just as there are many ways to implement a neural network, so are there 

multiple ways to apply the networks to the problem. We have used a network which acts 

as a controller, feeding its output into our plant, or model of the plant. The controller is 

trained in our system to provide the needed PWM signal and in off-line training, this is 

sent to the model ofthe ball-and-beam system which then provides the next position ofthe 

ball. Once trained, the controller is connected to the actual ball-and-beam system and the 

performance is checked for the real system. 

3 • 1 System Simulation 

The backpropagation algorithm for updating the network weights can take many 

iterations, forcing the use of a model to remove time constraints in the training process. 

The model network uses two inputs, the ball position, B(t), and the PWM, PWM(t), and 

computes the ball position B(t+1). The time step is 55ms. The model is a two layer 

neural network. The first layer has two hidden neurons which read in the inputs and the 

recurrent values from the previous time step, and pass their outputs to one output neuron. 

Two training methods were compared. The first is called the series-parallel 

method. This network reads the ball position and the PWM signal used from a data file. 



The model then calculates the output for the current time step and proceeds to the next 

time step. The second method, called the parallel method, differs in that only the PWM 

signal is read in from the file at each time step. The parallel method reads in the first 5 to 

10 ball positions from a data file, and subsequently uses its own predicted ball positions. 

The series-parallel architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. At each time step, a data 

file containing both the ball position and PWM provides inputs for the network. The file 

also contains the desired output, B(t+1). The network's output is compared with the 

desired output and the error term is used for training. A sample training set is shown in 

Figure 3.2. This method is easy to implement and trains very quickly, typically within 10 

passes through the entire 400 sample training file. Once trained, the model is tested on 

new data as shown in Figure 3.3. This figure shows that the series-parallel training 

method does not provide good test results. While the series-parallel model can produce 

accurate results for single step ahead predictions, it does not truly grasp the dynamics of 

the system. Because the model receives both inputs from the data file, the previous errors 

do not affect current predictions. 
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Figure 3.2 - Training Results for the Series-parallel architecture 
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Figure 3.3 - Test Results for the Series-parallel Architecture 

The second architecture design was the parallel method. The parallel method, 

shown in Figure 3.4, feeds the output from each step as the input for the next time step. 

Only the first few ball positions are read from the file providing the initial ball position, 

after which the network uses its previous estimate as the current input. The parallel 

method is harder to train, taking 70 to 100 passes. A sample output of training data is 

shown in Figure 3.5. Although the training set performance for the parallel model 

network is not as accurate as the series-parallel architecture, the test set results are better. 

The parallel method creates a model which is closer in function to the physical system. An 

example test output for the parallel model is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.4 - Parallel Architecture 
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Figure 3.5 - Training output for Parallel Architecture 
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• predicted B(t) 
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Figure 3.6 - Test Results for the Parallel Architecture 

The training of the model in the parallel configuration offers many challenges. 

First, the optimal length of a data file is difficult to determine. If the data file is too short, 

the network will not grasp all the dynamics ofthe system it is modeling. Conversely, if the 

data file is too long, it is impossible to train a model with any resemblance to the real 

system. Even with a good model, there will be a small error between actual and modeled 

ball positions. With each time step, this error builds up. This can cause improper training 

because the model can make a correct move in predicting a change in the ball position in a 

time step but be penahzed because the previous time step prediction was incorrect. 

A comparison of the weights between the model trained in series-parallel and the 

model trained in parallel showed a difference in the way they performed. Figure 3.7 shows 

the weights ofthe hidden nodes trained using both methods. The model using the series-

parallel method learned to ignore the PWM(t) signal. This resuhed in the prediction ofthe 

12 



next ball position to be calculated solely based on the previous ball position and the 

recurrent connection values. The series-parallel model could produce accurate results by 

predicting the ball position at the next time step to be very close to the position at the 

current time step. This would produce only a very small error. Since both inputs come 

from a data file, this error would not effect any fiiture calculations. The model trained in 

the parallel fashion would use a portion of all inputs, allowing the angle of the beam to 

affect the calculation. 

1) Threshhold 

2) B(t) 

3) PWM(t) 

4) Recurrent 1 

5) Recurrent 2 

B(t+1) 

Model Trained in Parallel Fashion 

I hidden neuron 1 

I hidden neuron 2 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 

-0.5 

Model Trained in Series-parallel Fashion 

^ hidden neuron 1 

• hidden neuron 2 

Figure 3.7 - Comparison of weights in the hidden node of the model networks. The graphs show the 
weights for the model network trained in the series-parallel method and the parallel method. 
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3.2 Conventional Neurocontroller 

Once we have the model, we can proceed with the designing and training of our 

system's controller. The controller, also called the action network, is a two layer neural 

network with two nodes in the hidden layer and one node in the output layer. The 

network uses the two inputs, the current ball position (B), and the desired ball position 

(Bdesired), to produce an output which is the PWM signal used by the model. 

The desired ball position is a value provided in a data file. The current ball 

position comes from the output of the model network from the previous time step. The 

neurocontroller is shown with its connections to the model in Figure 3.8. The output of 

the neurocontroller (PWM) is a sigmoid node, where PWM = -1 sets the beam to the 

highest angle possible in one direction, and PWM = +1 moves to the highest angle in the 

other direction. The controller is trained using BPTT(IO) with a single error term 

corresponding to the difference between the current ball position and the desired ball 

position at each time step. This error is backpropagated through the model to the 

neurocontroller, providing dE(t)/dPWM(t). The weights of the controller are then 

updated using NDEKF and the appropriate derivatives with respect to the controller 

weights. 

14 



B(t+1) JBdesired(t+2) 

Figure 3.8 - Controller Network Connected to the Model Network 

Several other ways of training the controller were tested, such as applying a larger 

error term, referred to as alpha, to a linear output controller when its output value exceeds 

±1.0. The best controllers were created using the linear output controller without any 

penalty for exceeding the allowable range, making it easy for the controller to move the 

ball to the desired position, much easier than it can be done in the hardware (e.g., some 

PWM values the controller network used on the computer model would turn the beam 

upside down, and therefore were not realistic). As the penalty term is increased, the 

performance decreases, but the values used by the controller become more feasible. The 

graphs of different penalty terms and their effects on the outputs from the controller and 

model are shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. 

15 
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Figure 3.9 - Predicted Ball Paths for Varying Alpha Terms 
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Figure 3.10 - PWM Signals Generated for the Different Alpha Terms 

As shown in the figures, the best resuhs with respect to ball position are achieved 

with an alpha term of zero, and the most realistic terms with respect to PWM signals were 
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achieved with an alpha of 0.8. Looking closely at Figure 3.10, it can be seen that even 

with a large penalty factor, the control network still dips below the allowable range. This 

would mean that the controller network considers taking even a large penalty a necessity 

to produce good results. After many different experiments using different alpha-terms as 

well as simply chpping the outputs, it was decided to simply switch to a sigmoidal output 

for the controller. 

This approach was apphed to both the linear and nonlinear surfaces, showing 

mixed results. On the linear beam, this type of training produced acceptable results 

comparable to the more advanced critic training method. When this method was applied 

to the nonlinear beam, the neurocontroller was very difficult to train and could not match 

the critic trained neurocontroller. The simulated and actual hardware results for the 

conventional controller are shown in the results section in comparison to the critic based 

training method. 

3.3 Adaptive Critic Based Neurocontroller 

ACDs use a critic network to approximate dynamic programming by estimating the 

cost-to-go J(t) of Bellman's equation (Bellman, 1957). A conventional neurocontroller is 

trained using an error term derived through BPTT from the network's performance in the 

current time step or a series of previous time steps. The critic differs because of its "look 

ahead" algorithm, allowing evaluation of how the current control action will affect the 

system in the fiiture. The critic network is therefore potentially more efficient than a 

single trajectory BPTT. In several types of adaptive critic designs originally proposed by 

17 



Werbos (1990), the critic takes an input from the model network, in this case, the 

predicted ball position, and produces an output, which is an assessment of how well the 

controller is performing. 

The critic is a two layer recurrent neural network with three hidden neurons and 

one output neuron. The first critic approaches contained only one input coming from the 

model which represented the ball position at (t+1). From this input, the critic produced an 

assessment of controller performance. Two designs. Heuristic Dynamic Programming 

(HDP) and Dual Heuristic Programming (DHP), were implemented. HDP outputs the 

cost-to-go function J(t), while DHP outputs the derivative of J(t). 

The HDP critic produces the J(t) function as the output, calculated using: 

Error{t) = J{t) - rJ{t +1) - U{t) (4.1) 

where 

U{t) = -(B{t) - Bdesired{t)f. (4.2) 

The error is calculated by finding the output error, U(t) and the J(t) term for the current 

and next time step. By using this cost-to-go function, the effect of the current 

neurocontroller output on future positions can be seen, i.e., if the beam is set to a very 

high angle, the ball could roll to the desired position faster than from a small angle, but h 

will be more difficuh to stop the ball when it arrives. The term y in (4.1) is called the 

discount factor and is set to a value between 0 and 1. When y is close to 0, the critic 

network will be trained with a very small horizon (if y=0, this horizon is just the current 

time step error U(t)), while having values of y close to 1 is equivalent to extending 

18 



prediction horizon of the critic up to infinity. Once the critic network is trained, its 

weights are fixed and the critic is used to train the controller, called the action network. 

This is done by using the derivative ofthe cost-to-go function as the error term (Sutton, 

1988). 

Error{t) = {0--^) (4.3) 

^(0 

Simultaneously requiring smooth estimates and a minimal final cost is proven to minimize 

cost over time (Sutton, 1988). Backpropagation through the (now fixed) weights ofthe 

critic and model networks yields an error signal for the action network. The training of 

the action network is performed until its error reaches a minimum, and the weights of the 

action network are fixed and used to retrain the critic. This process is continually repeated 

until the neurocontroller performance is no longer improved over the previous training 

pass. 

This, one of the simplest ACDs, produced unsatisfactory resuhs. The critic had 

been trained using a y set to zero. This eUminates the future value effect on the networks, 

basically re-creating the training method of the conventional neurocontrol using 

(Prokhorov, Santiago and Wunsch, 1996): 
Error(t) = J{t)-U(t). (4.4) 

The trained critic showed it could produce resuhs with the error (4.4) close to zero, i.e., 

J{t)^U(t). (4.5) 
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The problem occurs in this method when the derivative term is examined. The 

^ • • . , ^ ( 0 
denvative term was very maccurate when compared to . The maccuracv 

^ ^ ( / ) 

demonstrated that even if a network can produce a close estimate of a desired function, it 

is still possible for the network to produce a poor approximation ofthe derivatives of this 

fijnction, unless it is trained to estimate them exphcitly. 

Once it was determined that HDP would not work, the more sophisticated DHP 

was implemented. This uses a critic whose output tries to minimize: 

aj(t) m +1) <5f/(o 

The advantage with this is that the critic produces the term directly as its 

aj{t +1) 
output. The disadvantage is that the — term requires extra computations to 

^ ( 0 

perform. For each time series, the network must calculate one extra time step m order to 

get this derivative. The extra time step is calculated, and the error is backpropagated 

through all three networks as shown in Figure 3.11. The adaptive critic approach 

produced results which were usually better than the conventional neurocontroller designs. 
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Figure 3.11- Diagram ofthe Connections Between Networks for DHP Training 

3.4 Installation for Experiments 

The ball-and-beam setup was designed and built as shown in Figure 3.12. The 

system moves as a cradle moving both the beam and the sensors above it. This 

distinguishes our design from others' (Godfrey, Li, Ji and Marcy, 1995). By using this 

motion, the sensors stay positioned in the same place vAth respect to the beam, simplifying 

calculations. The sensor is a 512-element hnear Charge-coupled Device (CCD). The hght 

reflecting off the ball and beam is focused onto the CCD using a lens. The ball is painted 

black and the beam is white. The software reads in the CCD pixels serially, looking for 

the dark spot and determines the ball's position on the beam. 
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Figure 3.12 - Ball-and-beam setup 

A servo motor, using Pulsed Width Modulation (PWM) encoding, moves the 

beam. The PWM signal is a digital signal with a fixed frequency and a variable duty cycle, 

with changes in the duty cycle changing the servo motor position. 

The ball is approximately 2cm in diameter. The controller can balance the ball at 

any position on the beam, which is 40cm long. A foam bumper is at each edge of the 

beam. The CCD reads in the beam from pixel 189 to 412, allowing for 223 pixels to scan 

the 40cm beam. This allows an 1.8mm accuracy Umit in determining the ball's position. 

Actual accuracy is 5.4mm after experiments showed an added system noise. The servo 

motor can be set to any value from 0 to 255. Due to the hardware limitations, only the 

range between 50 and 140 is used to move the beam. This range produces 90 different 

possible positions, which set the beam at an angle between 79 degrees and 103 degrees, 

with 90 degrees corresponding to the beam being level. This allows for the beam to be set 

to positions in 0.26 degree increments. A more detailed discussion of the hardware is 

given in Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

4.1 Linear Ball-and-Beam 

Conventional neurocontrol and the adaptive critic approach using DHP were 

tested both in simulation and on real hardware with the linear beam. This is a smooth 

beam that is uniform over the entire length on which the ball rolls. A neural network 

model was created from the system using data recorded from the hardware. About forty 

different data files were created for training the model using different techniques such as a 

human randomly changing the angle, a human trying to balance the ball, the computer 

randomly changing the beam angles, and the computer changing the beam angle in specific 

patterns. The best models were created using a combination ofthe last two. The start of 

the data file had the computer moving the beam from the largest angle in one dhection, 

followed by the largest angle in the other direction. The beam then oscillated back and 

forth, slowly decreasing the angle until the beam was horizontal. This portion ofthe data 

file was followed by the computer randomly choosing a beam angle and staying in this 

position for a certain amount of tune. An example of a typical data set recorded in this 

way is shov^ in Figure 4.1. The combination of these two techniques created a model 

that fit the dynamics ofthe physical system. 
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Figure 4.1- Example Training Data Set 

4.11 Conventional neurocontroller 

The conventional neurocontroller was trained using the linear ball-and-beam model 

first around a single position and then around multiple positions. The controller trained 

relatively quickly on the single position, and depending on the distance between the 

balancing positions, could also train quickly on multiple balancing points. If the desired 

positions were very far apart, this type of training did not always work. The network was 

repeatedly trained on many different positions using random initial weights with the best 

neurocontroller being chosen and apphed to test simulations. An example test simulation 

for this type of controller is shown in Figure 4.2. Once it was shown that the 

neurocontroller could balance the ball in the computer sunulations, the weights were saved 

and applied to the actual hardware as shown in Figure 4.3. As seen in the figures, this is a 

reasonable approach to use for balancing the ball. 
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Figure 4.3 - Hardware Results of Conventional Controller Test Performance on Linear Beam 
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4 1.2 Critic-based neurocontroller 

Next, the DHP critic approach was apphed to creatmg a neurocontroUer. The 

training process would begin with random weights in both the neurocontroller and critic 

networks. The critic network was framed first, using a y of 0. This training made the first 

critic act very similar to the conventional neurocontroller. The critic quickly trained to 

almost zero error within the first 10 passes. Once the error reached a minimum, the critic 

weights were saved and the critic was used to train the action network. The results of this 

were successfijl, but not as good as the conventional neurocontroller. This was because 

dJ(t)/B(t) is an approximation of dE/dB(t) and there is a shght difference between the two. 

When the minimum was reached, the neurocontroller weights are saved and the critic was 

retrained using the new neurocontroller, this time the y was increased to 0.6. This process 

was repeated, each time after the first the y was kept at 0.6, until the neurocontroller 

performance was not increased. Figure 4.4 shows the results ofthe test simulation for the 

critic-based neurocontroller and Figure 4.5 shows the hardware test results. As seen in 

the figures, performances of both controllers were comparable. The critic outperforms the 

conventional neurocontroller only in simulations. The most hkely explanation for this is 

the small discrepancies between the model ofthe system and the actual physical system. 
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Figure 4.5 - Hardware Results of Critic-based Controller Test Performance on Lmear Beam 
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Looking closely at the resuhs for both controllers, another difference between 

these can be seen. The conventional neurocontroller used smaller changes in the PWM 

signal to move the ball. This makes the controller slower when making a large change in 

PWM, causing overshooting to be observed in many hardware tests. The conventional 

neurocontroller appeared to have a greater difficulty in correcting this than the critic-based 

neurocontroller. From the hardware tests of the conventional neurocontroller on the 

ordinary beam, a typical output produced a rise time of 1.5 seconds, overshoot of 31%, 

and a settling time of 5.8 seconds. 

The critic-based neurocontroller used larger PWM signals, usually causing 

overshoot. However, it could compensate for this quickly, creating a shorter settling time 

compared to the conventional neurocontroller. The hardware results from the critic-based 

controller on the ordinary beam showed a rise time of 1.1 seconds, an overshoot of 33%, 

and a settling time of 4.3 seconds. 

4.2 Nonlinear Ball-and-Beam 

Again, both controllers were used to try to balance the ball on our nonlinear ball-

and-beam hardware. The nonlinear beam used in this paper was created by laying a sticky 

tape across the upper half of the beam. The one-half of the beam (approximately -1 to 0 in 

normalized units, and 189 to 290) remained the same as the linear beam, while the other 

half (0 to +1 and 290 to 405) was covered with this sticky material. The model was 

created in a similar fashion as described above, but took much longer to create an 

adequate representation ofthe system. 
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4.2.1 Conventional neurocontroller 

The parallel model was again used to train the conventional neurocontroller. The 

conventional approach apphed to this nonlinear model took a very long time to create, and 

never matched the performance ofthe adaptive critic approach. The best neurocontroller 

trained in this fashion is shown in Figure 4.6. This controller was apphed to the physical 

system and the resuhs are shown in Figure 4.7. 

4 2.2 Critic-based neurocontroller 

The ACD approach was initialized in the same way as described in the linear beam 

model. Again after the critic was trained (using a y of 0), its weights were fixed and used 

to train the neurocontroller. On the first cycle the controller reached a minimum error 

term quickly, after two or three passes through the 300 sample data file. The controller at 

this point functioned poorly, but was trained to an error term that would not decrease 

fiirther with the current critic. The critic was then re-trained using a y of 0.6, and used to 

retrain the controller. The retraining was done for several cycles, usually three or four, 

before the controller functioned at a level that could not be improved by further training. 

An example output of a computer simulated test file is shown in Figure 4.8. This 

neurocontroller was then apphed to the real system, with the results shown in Figure 4.9. 

As seen in the figures, the critic-based neurocontroller outperformed the 

conventional neurocontroller both in the simulation and hardware tests, but again, there 

are differences between the performance in the computer simulations and actual hardware. 

As before, these differences are most likely caused by the model ofthe system used in the 
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computer training not representing all behaviors ofthe physical system. The results 

ofthe conventional controller on the "fuzzy" beam produced a rise time of 1.2 

seconds, an overshoot of 32%, and no settling time due to the controller never 

reaching the desired ball position. The critic based neurocontroller displayed a rise 

time of 1.2 seconds, an overshoot of 31%, and a setthng time of 6.1 seconds. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

In this project we have proven that the control of the nonlinear ball-and-beam 

system can be done v^thout fuzzy logic. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this 

is the first accomphshed implementation of DHP to a physical system. Therefore, we can 

conclude the apphcabihty of neural networks to control problems is a valid design 

alternative to fuzzy logic techniques, even for problems that are claimed to favor fiizzy 

logic. Our results also show that adaptive critic designs for neurocontrollers are especiaUy 

promising. 
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APPENDIX A 

HARDWARE DESIGN 

Due to the fact that the system will have different surfaces on which the ball will 

roll, it becomes difficult to detect the bah using sensors near the surface ofthe beam. The 

final design chosen used an optical detection system for determining the ball position. By 

using an optical detection system, detection ofthe bah is affected only by color variations 

between the ball-and-beam, freeing any constrains on the type of materials placed on the 

beam. Once this setup was constructed, electronic hardware was created to allow the 

controller to move the beam to the desired angle, and also to detect the ball position. 

The movement ofthe beam was accomphshed by using a servo motor. This servo 

motor uses a stepper motor with some built-in electronics which is controhed using Pulsed 

Width Modulation(PWM). The PWM signal is a square wave that produces signals with 

the same frequency of pulses, but differing in the duty cycle. The frequency of these 

pulses is typically set to 20ms, with pulses varying from 0.7ms to 1.7ms sending the servo 

to the opposite ends of its range (Jones and Flynn, 1993). Figure A. 1 shows an example of 

the servo motor responding to different PWM signals. The advantage to using this type of 

signal is that the motor can be set to a new position by a single change in the duty cycle, 

instead of having to send multiple step forward/step back signals. 
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Figure A.l - Signals and Corresponding Positions ofthe Servo 

The circuit used to drive the motor uses two separate counters, one controls the 

frequency, and the other controls the duty cycle. The two counters are 8-bit counters 

created by cascading 4-bit counters. The counter controlling the duty cycle loads in a 

value from the software program. A value is sent varying from 0 to 255 which is stored in 

an octal D-latch. After each reset, the counter is loaded with this value and continues to 

count. Once the counter reaches 256, the ripple carry out (RCO) is triggered and this 

signal is used to change the output for the PWM. The counter sets the RCO pin high for a 

pulse once the count reaches 255 and this resets the counters, and re-loads the counter 

controlling the duty cycle. Combmmg the two RCO's, and using digital logic, the PWM 

signal is created as shown in Figure A.2. 
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Figure A. 2 - Creation ofthe PWM Signal From the RCO lines 

A. 1 Determining the ball position 

The ball position was determined by using a TI TSL218 linear CCD element and a 

camera lens. The CCD element contains eight sections of 64 charge-mode pixels arranged 

in a 512 X 1 linear array. The CCD element is placed with a focusing lens above the 

beam. The lens and CCD are shown in Figure A.3. 
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Figure A.3 - CCD Setup 

Several different types of balls were used ranging from wood spheres to large 

metal ball-bearings, with a ball taken from a computer mouse providing the most reliable 

results and finally being chosen for use in this thesis. The surface of the beam is a hght 

color, brown for the linear surface and blue for the nonlmear surface, and the ball is 

painted black. The light reflects off the beam and is focused onto the CCD using the lens. 

It is then read out serially to the computer as an analog vohage corresponding to the 
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amount of light striking each separate element. The software program then searches 

through this data looking for the dark spot which is used to locate the ball position. 

The hardware design of the chcuh to read in the CCD is more complicated than 

that ofthe circuit to generate the PWM signal, and is described here in the form of a block 

diagram shown in Figure A.4. 

Initial software signal to trigger 
Signal Input (SI) 

Software "read" of next pixel 

^' 

Send current stored value to the 
computer data bus 

^ ' 

Trigger CCD clock to send out 
next pixel value 

.. ' ' 

On the faUing edge ofthe CCD 
clock, trigger the A/D converter 
to change this analog value 

1 ' 

After the completion of this 
conversion, store this digital 
value for next "read" 

Figure A.4 - Flow Diagram of Data From the CCD to the Computer 
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The read cycle of the CCD is started in the software by first providing the serial 

input(SI) pulse. This pulse needs only be sent one time before reading all 512 pixels ofthe 

CCD After the SI pulse, each pixel is clocked out serially by providing a clock signal to 

the CCD. This clock was made from the software read signal accessing the correct 

address(in this project, 0x200) and this generates a short pulse. This pulse was used by a 

"one-shot" circuit, which expands this pulse. When the software reads this in a loop, the 

necessary clock signal is created. This clock triggers the CCD to send out the next serial 

data point, which is an analog value from OV to +5V. This value is then converted using 

an A/D0820 8-bit converter. Once the conversion is done, the digital value is stored in an 

octal D-latch to wait for the next read cycle. 

A sample output ofthe CCD is shown in Figure A.5. As can be seen in the figure, 

the CCD has 512 pixel elements, but the beam length covers only the range from 

approximately pixel 180 to pixel 410. The figure also shows the ball as the dark spot and 

how the ball lowers the values of the pixels close to the ball as well. The figure also 

shows some pixels which have a lower value than their surrounding neighbors on each 

read. From the experiments, these pixels are found to be spaced exactly 64 pixels apart. 

The 512 element is manufactured by placing several 64 element pixels in a hnear fashion, 

and these lower pixels are the first pixel on each new series. Agam, this lower value is not 

low enough in value compare with the ball, so it did not interfere. The figure also shows 

the lower levels of light striking the edge ofthe beam. This uneven lighting did not cause 

a problem due to the software looking for the darkest spot, and using the method 
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described above, the light reflecting off the ball was always lower than the edges of the 

beam. 

80 4— 
180 

-•—Series 1 

Ball at front end 
of the beam 

180 230 280 330 

Pixel 

380 

Ball in middle 
of the beam 

-•—Series 1 

230 280 330 

Pixel 

380 

Figure A.5 - Examples of CCD Outputs Showing Different Ball Positions 

Finding an efficient way to read the CCD was determined experimentally. If the 

CCD was continually read quickly, the charge per pixel did not rise to a usable level. If 

this happens, the white background is barely discernible from the dark ball. In the 
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opposite case, the white background saturates the pixels on which this light is focused. 

When this happens, the ball position can be determined for the current position, but when 

the ball rolls across a saturated pixel, the light intensity drops too slowly and the dark spot 

corresponding to the ball disappears. From experimentation, it was found that the ball can 

be found using the internal computer clock at 18 ticks per second. Each read ofthe ball 

position started by initializing the CCD, using a continuous read ofthe entire 512 pixels 15 

times. This initialization greatly reduces any saturation build up and still shows a large 

difference between the background and the baU, as can be seen in the figure. 
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APPENDIX B 

NEURAL NETWORK DESIGNS 

B. 1 Single Perceptron Training 

The most basic neural network is a single neuron which can take multiple inputs 

and calculate an output. Our type of neuron is the perceptron shown in Figure B.l. It 

contains a number of inputs, XI to X3, entering the perceptron. The first input is 

considered a bias and is set to +1, so the network actually only has two data inputs. The 

values are then multiphed by the weight values, Wl to W3, and then summed to a single 

value. This value can then be passed through a nonhnear function shown as f[ J, in our 

case, the hyperbohc tangent function. This total is then passed as the perceptrons output 

y. Expressing this in mathematical terms, the output of a perceptron is (Zurada, 1993): 

y = f[wx]. (B.,) 

The inputs are normalized to ±1.0 and the initial weights are set to random values between 

±0.10. 
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Figure B. 1 - Example of a Single Perceptron 

The perceptron weights must be trained to produce a desired output from a set of 

inputs. One way to do this training is supervised learning. The supervised learning 

method uses a set of data on which the perceptron is trained, reading the neuron input 

data and the desired output from a file. The data is apphed to the perceptron one vector 

at a time, and compared with the desired output and an error signal is computed from the 

difference between actual and desired outputs. This error is then used to update each 

weight value. 

The training ofthe perceptron in mathematical terms updates the weights using the 

current weights, the error generated using these weights, and a learning constant. For this 

example, we will describe our training data as a series of vectors. These vectors are 

arranged to contain the inputs to the neuron and the desired output. The data is stored in 

a file containing the total amount of vectors, (N), and the current vector used is (n). To 

generate the updated weights W(n+1), the equation used is: 
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W(n + 1) = W(n) - TjWE(W(n)) (B.2) 

where r\ is the learning constant and VE(W(n)) is the error calculated from the network 

with the W(n) weights. The r| term is a positive constant controlhng how much effect the 

error has on changing the weights on each update. 

The error is usually calculated using the current desired output and current 

network output with: 

E(n} = ̂ (c/(n)-y(n)f (B 3) 

which is a common method of calculatmg the least squared error between the desired 

output d(n) and the neurons output y(n). This error term is equivalent to 

E(,n) = ^(cl(n)-f(,WX)f. (B.4) 

where W and X are the weight and input vectors, respectively, and f() is the output 

fiinction. With this error term, we can calculate the gradient: 

VE(Win)) = ̂  V(^(«) - f{WX)y (B.5) 

reducing to 

VE(W(n)) = -{d{n)-y(n))fiWin)X(n))X(n). (B.6) 

There are many different functions that can be used as the f() requiring only that 

the function be differentiable so this gradient can be calculated. A common bipolar 

continuous function used is: 

^(^(">^^"))-i.exp(-r(»m.))-' (̂ '̂ 
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giving a derivative (after some simplification) (Zurada, 1993) of 

riW(n)X{n)) = ^(\-y(ny) (B.8) 

Combining all this information leads to the final equation for the weight update of 

W{n + l) = Win) + - r]{d(n) - y(n)){\ - y{nf )X{n). (B.9) 

The single perceptron is able to solve many basic problems, but becomes much 

more powerfiil when several perceptrons are coimected together, passing previous 

perceptron outputs as inputs to other perceptrons. A common way to do this is to 

connect the neurons in a feedforward network. A feedforward network has multiple 

neurons connected in layers where a previous layer outputs serve as the next layer inputs. 

In a feedforward network, shown in Figure B.2, the data travels only in the forward 

direction. 
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B.2 Training Multi-Layer Networks 

There are many different training algorithms for training neural networks with 

different benefits and costs, but the most common is backpropagation. At the most basic 

level, backpropagation is simply an efficient and exact method for calculating all the 

derivatives of a single target quantity with respect to a large set of input quantities 

(Werbos, 1990). Backpropagation is a supervised learning method where we are 

attempting to create a network to produce an output O that is as close as possible to the 

desired target value O, given an input vector X (Werbos, 1990). 

INPUTS 
INPUT 
LAYER 

HIDDEN 
LAYER 

OUTPUT 
LAYER 

+1 

XI 

X2 

Figure B.2 - Feedforward Network 

To use backpropagation to update the weights of a muhi-layer network, we will 

use the algorithm as described by (Zurada, 1993) and shown in Figure B.3. The first step 

is to initialize the network. 
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Figure B.3 - Training Algorithm for Backpropagation 

Step 1: We are given training pairs {zl,dl,z2,d2,...,zp,dp} where zi, the input vector, is 

(Ixl) di, the desired output value, is (Kxl) and I = 1,2, ...,P. The weights W and V are 

initialized to smaU random values, W is (KxJ) and V is (Jxl). 

Step 2: The input is presented and the hidden layers' outputs are computed using the f() 

fiinction chosen. 

y^=f(v]z) forj=l,2, ...,J 

where v. is a column vector that is the j'th row of V, and 

(B.IO) 

o,=f(wly) fork=l,2, ...,K 

with w,^ being a column vector and the k'th row of W. 

Step 3: Compute the error value using 

( B I D 
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E = ̂ (d,-o,f fork=l,2, ...,K. (B.12) 

Step 4: Calculate the error signal vectors ^ and S^, for the output and hidden layers of 

the network. The S^ is (Kxl), S^ is (Jxl). The error signal terms for the output layer are 

generated using 

^ok = 2('^,-o,){l-ol) fork=l,2, ...,K. (B.13) 

and the error terms for the hidden layer are 

1 ^ 
4, = -^(^-yjiZ^o,^,, forj=l, 2, ..., J. (B.14) 

Step 5: Output layer weights are adjusted: 

^ici = '^ic, + ri^okyj fork=l,2, ...,K andj=l,2, ...,J. (B.15) 

Step 6: Hidden layer weights are adjusted: 

^ji = ̂ ji^V^yj^i fon=l> 2, ..., J and i=l, 2, ..., I. (B.16) 

Step 7: If p<P then p=p+l, q=q+l, and continue with Step 2, else go to Step 8. 

Step 8: This is the end ofthe training cycle. If the error E<Emax, the training session 

ends. The weights W and V for the output and hidden layers are adjusted to provide good 

performance for the training data. If the error is too large, then reset the total error, E=0, 

and the step number, p=l, and restart the cycle by going to Step 2. 

2 
This summary assumes the use of / ( ) = : - - 1 . For other fT) 

-̂  1 + exp(-«eO ^̂  

fiinctions, the derivative terms must be recalculated. The important feature of 

backpropagation is the method in which the derivatives are calculated. The approach used 
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in this algorithm of calculating the derivatives from the error and working backwards, 

summing and multiplying the error term for each neuron, is a key component to training 

and is used in almost aU training methods for neural networks. 
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